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1 Introduction

The "surveillance-programs" for the determination of the
mechanical properties of reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
materials, as a function of the neutron dose, include
impact and tensile tests for the boiling water reactor
(BWR); while for pressurized water reactors (PWR),
additional wedge opening load specimens (WOL), for the
measurement of the fracture toughness Kic at low
temperatures, are utilized.

While the Charpy impact toughness gives the total
magnitude of energy, which indicates the change of the
material state, e.g. the stale of embritUement, the fracture
toughness, KIC, gives a base for mechanical calculations.
This is of importance for components in which cracks or
flaws are assumed. The mechanical analysis, and its
relevance to safety assessments, depends on the
knowledge of different parameters such as geometry of the
structure and flaws, and load history of the structure.
Fracture mechanical methods play an important role, if the
leak-before-fracture problem is considered. Within the
frame work of fracture mechanical methods, only the
influence of assumed macroscopic cracks on the structural
behaviour can be handled. Flaw formation processes in
flaw-free structures, as well as the treatment of short
flaws, can not currently be included.

In the regime of low and intermediate temperatures
(for ferritic and austenitic materials, normally below
400°C), the rules of linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) and elasto-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) are
applied, some of which are already part of the code cases
[1-3].

1.1 Fracture mechanics for linear-elastic
material behaviour

The LEFM are applicable at predominant elastic working
stresses. Plastifications are only allowed in the very
neighbourhood of the crack tip. The ideal application is to
small stresses, brittle materials and large wall thicknesses.

The parameters which governs the linear elastic
structural behaviour are the fracture toughness KIC and the
stress intensity parameter K,, where the index I describes
the load modulus "pure tension". For an infinitely
extended plate, the following is valid

K,=o-i/K-a (1;

where a is the stress and a the crack length.
For finite geometries, this equation is multiplied by

a geometrical correction factor Y, without dimension. The
stress intensity factor bears the units MN • nr3C (MPa •
mlfl, N • mnr3/2).

The fracture toughness KIC is the characteristic
value which is obtained in a standardized fracture
mechanics test [4]. To exclude spontaneous fracture, the
following criterion must hold

K, < KK. (2)

From this criterion, critical stresses and/or flaw sizes can
be derived.

1.2 Fracture mechanics for elastic-plastic
material behaviour

1.2.1 COD-concept

The COD-concept (COD = £rack Opening
Displacement) was developed in the early 1960's [5] and
can be applied to the assessment of structures which are
subjected to elastic-plastic stresses or strains. Within the
COD-concept, the structural behaviour is described by
means of the crack tip extension 6". The crack tip extension
values of the flaw-containing structure ĉomponent and the
toughness of the material iWenii. must be known. For the
assessmnt, the value o^n,,,.^, which describes the initiation
of stable crack growth, has to be taken into account.

The experimental determination of the 8; „,,,£,„]
values is standardized [2,6], nevertheless it determination
is problematic. 51COT1(>onOT values can be obtained either by
analytical relations or by finite element calculations in a
relatively simple way.

1.2.2 J-Integral concept

The J-integral, developed independently by
G.P. Cherepanov [7] and J.R. Rice [8] from the dislocation
theory, is a path-independent integral around the crack tip
of a flaw-containing structure. It is an energy-criterion
which can be applied to structures with larger plastic
deformations. Simplified, it can be regarded as the
difference of the potential energies of two nearly identical
bodies, which are distinguishable only by the fact that one
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body has the crack length a while the second possesses the
crack length (a + da). In the case of the validity of linear
elastic fracture mechanics, the J-integral is correlated with
the square of the stress intensity by

_ Kj _ Jt • a • a2

vith

£' = •
£
E

for plane stress

for plane strain

(3)

(4)

E is Young's modulus, v the Poisson number. The right
side of equation (3) is valid for an infinite plate. J has the
dimension MJ • m'2 (MPa • m, MN • nr1). The progress of
ductile fracture from an existing sharp-tipped flaw may be
separated into four regions:

The blunting of the initially sharp crack tip, (B)

Initial crack growth, (I)

Stable crack growth, (SCG)

Unstable crack growth, (UCG)

An illustration of these regimes is found in Fig. 1 [9J. The
significance of the J-integral concept is found in its
applicability to small specimen sizes as compared to large
specimen sizes demanded in Kic-tests. The experimental
procedure is standardized [10, 11]. The test standard is,
nevertheless, still under discussion and the subject of
round-robin tests [12]. The measurement technique for the
determination of the crack initiation point, particularly, is
a subject of discussion. Present results deliver a
scatterband of ± 30 % [13]. Inherent problems were found
for very ductile, austenitic steels [12]. A larger scatter is
expected if different geometries are allowed in round-
robin tests.

Analytical functions are available to calculate
J-values only for simple constructional geometries. For
other geometries, these values are calculated by means of
finite elements.

Fracture mechanical analysis, with characteristic
values for the beginning of stable crack growth from the

UCG-
i For load Controlled Systems

B Blunting
I: Initiation

SCG: Stable Crack Growth
UCG: Unstable Crack Growth

Crack Extension ( & a - a

energy integral Ji or from the crack tip displacement 5;,
describes the constructional behaviour of tough structures
too conservatively. P.C. Paris [14] introduced the tearing
modulus

L
da

where £ is Young's modulus and af is flow stress, e.g.

Fig. 1: Different regimes in the load vs. crack length curve.

(5)

where Rpoz is the yield strength and Rm the rupture
strength. The tearing modulus allows a more realistic
constructional reserve because a limited stable crack
growth is allowed. However, the validity of this concept is
doubtful because the slope of the J vs. a curve is strongly
geometry-dependent in the region of stable crack growth.

1.3 Fracture mechanics during plastic flow

During plastic flow, the occurrence of large residual
deformations is observed. For flaw-containing structures,
two cases have to be distinguished:
- Only the load-bearing ligament is plastically

deformed. This is the state of partial yield. The
instability of the construction or specimen can,
under certain circumstances, be analysed by means
of the tearing modulus.

- The plastic deformation is not restricted to the load-
bearing ligament This state is denoted by general
yield. For this regime, universal collapse concepts
are applied.

The working load analysis for flaw-containing
tubes with very high toughness can be described by
a toughness-fracture onset according to the
Battelle-formalism [15].

2 Fracture mechanical
considerations for RPV steels

The fracture mechanical concepts described above do not
allow a life-time prediction because only time-independent
concepts are considered, which exclude unstable crack
growth. The surveillance programs for the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) of a Nuclear Power Plant contains mainly
Charpy impact- and tensile tests. However, an attempt to
correlate the fracture toughness KIC with Charpy impact
values (this test technique is inexpensive and the specimen
size is small) failed [16,17].

At low temperatures, KK tests were performed on
small WOL specimens in the temperature range (-150 <
T/°C<-110)[18], the material was 22NiMoCr37, base
material and weldment.

For the weldment, for example, at -130°C, valid
values were found of 1200 S KK N-nim"2 < 1580 (38 <
KIC / MPa • mm £ 50). A KIC determination for the
intermediate temperature range and the upper shelf is
presently available or very expensive [19].

For the determination of a valid KK value of - 6300
Nmm3a, obtained on a pressure vessel steel 22NiMoCr37
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at room temperature, a specimen thickness B = 500 mm
was needed. A Krc test on the same type of material
(-A533B1) with a yield strength of RpO2 ~5OON-mm"2

and a K,c-value of ~ 4900 N-mnv3/2 required a specimen
thickness of B = 300 mm, near room temperature [20].
Results obtained for the same material on a three point
bend type specimen (25 x 25 x 100 mm), with respect to
the elastic-plastic fracture toughness [21], gave a value of

7, = (200 ± 9.24) Id- m-2

which, compared to results from the new method
described in section 3, is about 100 kJ-nr2 too high.

For compact tension specimens (CT-specimen
SA533B1), J, values of 195 kJ-nr2 were found at room
temperature [22] and 220 - 260 kJ-nr2 at 80°C. From these
values a KIC - 7300 N-rnnr3/2 was calculated, which is
distinctly higher than the respective value for SA533B1
gained on large specimens.

Considering that a conservative KK value is of
interest in order to obtain critical crack lengths, even at
operating temperatures of the plant, then knowledge of a

KIC = f(T)
curve in the temperature regime 20 < T/°C < 350 is
desirable. This is the very region of the intermediate
temperature range and the upper shelf in a Charpy impact
test.

The existing problems in the determination of
J-integral values do not allow the introduction of these
values into either safety margins or design rules.

For the Charpy impact specimens of the type "ISO-
V", which are in the irradiation capsules of all reactors, the
possibility cannot be neglected that the temperature shift,
AT. of the impact toughness vs. temperature curve (see
Fig. 2) comes into the region of the lowest system pressure
(Fig. 3). It also is possible that the upper shelf is below the
68 Joule criteria.

Therefore, it is of worldwide interest to have
criteria based on fracture mechanical considerations,
especially for
- older nuclear power plants

life-time extension.
In the pressure vessel of two Swiss nuclear power plants
are additional prefatigued Charpy impact specimens
aswell as prefatigued three point bend type specimens. The
question is: what additional information can be gained?
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Fig. 2: Impact energy vs. temperature curves for RPV

material, irradiated and unirradiated,.

DT = T N D T - 33 K

temcierature

The prohibited operational region is limited by the

temperature DT at the right side during the start phase of

the reactor (the 33 K is a safety distance). The action of

neutrons on the material leads lo an embrittlemenl and

this temperature is shifted by A T to higher temperatures.

The allowed operational region will be periodically

determined for each nuclear power plant based on the

surveillance program.

Fig. 3: Diagram of system pressure vs. temperature
limitations for the start-up and shut-down of a
typical pressurized water reactor.

The compliance test method is not sensitive enough
for these types of specimens. Crack initiation was
always found near the load maximum.
The dynamic fracture toughness determined by means
of an instrumented pendulum is not part of today's
fracture mechanical methods.

• The ASTM standard E 813 [10] lest delivers a K7

value which is not sufficiently conservative, because
the transition brittle-ductile is not correctly described.

For these reason, J-values are not pan of the safety
considerations. The much more expensive test procedure
on large specimens, according to ASTM E 399 [4], has to
be used. However, large specimens are not feasible for
surveillance programs.

If valid Kjc values were available, the risk potential
for assumed flaws within the structure could be calculated
with fracture mechanical procedures.

This was the reason for the development of a
theoretical basis that correlates the experimentally
determined J-imegral, via the load-displacement diagram,
to a "valid" K^-value.

3 A new concept for the
determination of KIC from small
specimens at higher temperatures

There follows a short outline of the concept developed at
PS1 to determine the fracture toughness Kjc from small
samples. A detailed discussion is found in a PSI-report
which is in press.

The load vs. elongation diagram (Fig. 4), obtained
on tensile specimens with notches of different lengths and
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Fig. 4: Tensile properties of specimens with different
notches.

radii according to Ludwik and Scheu [24], gave the basis
for the application of a dynamic equation of state. An
rinelastic strain invariable was introduced [25]. A
correlation of the parameters, temperature versus strain
rate, is given.

The notch influence on the test results can be
derived from Neuber's notch theory, as well as from the
velocity phenomena [26]. Starting from [25], the problem
at elevated temperature can be reduced to the analogy:
small specimens fractured with high velocities
(dynamically) correspond to large specimens fractured
with low velocities (quasi-statically), resulting in the same
7, = K? I £ ' value [23], using a conformal mapping.

The idea of introducing a mapping in a more simple

way is, in principal, not new and known as the "equivalent
energy approach" [27]. Here, the area under the load
displacement diagram, up to the load maximum, is
transformed into an equivalent area of a triangle A& which
is constructed from (he continuation of the elastic slope up
to a load-displacement point, Po, with the elastic
displacement Vao i.e.

= PB 2 •
(7)

The "equivalent energy approach" for SA533B1 steel (see
section 2) delivers a JQ-value of about 540 N/mm and a
KQ value of about 10500 N-mnv3/2 which is much higher
than the J; value according to ASTM E813 (240Nmm1

or 7000 Nmm'3/Z).
In comparison, the PSI method eliminates the

plastic contribution with the advantage that the crack
initiation can be determined without any auxiliary devices
(such as the potential drop technique). It delivers the same
value for materials with identical maximum stresses and
Young's moduli. For the example of SA533B1 steel, the
PSI method gives J~ 150Nmm"2 or K - 5600N-mnv"2.
This value is obtained in a quasi-static experiment on large
specimen. The valid thickness B of the large specimen can
be found in figure 5, for room temperature tests. The
elastic load, Po, is determined by analytical functions with
complex arguments. It could be shown, and it has already
been discussed [23], that the PSI method is most suitable
for obtaining the point of initiation for stable crack
growth. The agreement with potential drop measurements
is acceptable [29], [30], [31].

It should be mentioned that other institutes also
attempt new ways to avoid large specimens [32].

4 Conclusion
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Fig. 5: A typical KIC vs. temperature curve. The upper
shelf regime is derived from small CT-specimens.

With the proposed new concept for the determination of a
temperature-dependent KIC from the application from
small samples, it is possible to avoid large specimens as
demanded in the test standard ASTM E 399.
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